current edition: International edition. So how has the student experience changed over the years? Parents looking back on their university lives are amazed at the luxuries their sons and daughters enjoy, such as ensuite bathrooms, flatscreen TVs and leather sofas. Student accommodation has improved but rents have soared and take up a bigger whack of the living cost loans, leaving today’s undergraduates little better off than their parents. Local authorities and the government footed the bill and there was almost certainly a job at the end of it. I was heavily involved in student politics and was the news editor of the student newspaper. It was very social with lots of parties and concerts. It all seems a lot duller for my daughter, who is studying English language and linguistics. 4. Converting everything from American dollars to your home currency, and feeling abysmally poor or dangerously rich, depending on where you’re from. Tap to play or pause GIF. magpie librarian.wordpress.com. 15. And maniacally scrambling to the international students’ office to get all of it signed in time. Tap to play or pause GIF. gifbin.com.